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Abstract: The determination of jVcbj using inclusive and exclusive (semi-)leptonic decays
exhibits a long-standing tension of varying O(3) signicance. For the inclusive determina-
tion the decay rate is expanded in 1=mb using heavy quark expansion, and from moments
of physical observables the higher order heavy quark parameters are extracted from ex-
perimental data in order to assess jVcbj from the normalisation. The drawbacks are high
correlations both theoretically as well as experimentally among these observables. We will
scrutinise the inclusive determination in order to add a new and less correlated observable.
This observable is related to the decay angle of the charged lepton and can help to con-
strain the important heavy quark parameters in a new way. It may validate the current
seemingly stable extraction of jVcbj from inclusive decays or hints to possible issues, and
even may be sensitive to New Physics operators.
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1 Introduction
The cleanest way to access the matrix elements of the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM)
matrix are (semi-)leptonic decays [1]. Besides precise experimental data a reliable theoret-
ical framework is necessary. Heavy Quark Symmetry (HQS) and Heavy Quark Expansion
(HQE) have proven to be very successful in describing decays of heavy B-mesons [2{5]. Es-
pecially in the case of inclusive semi-leptonic decays there has been great eort both from
experiment [6{13] and theory [14{17] to push the precision of jVcbj down to O(. 2%) in the
global t [18]. The HQE is a double expansion in 1=mb and s. Current state-of-the-art
analysis are theoretical calculations up to O(2s) [19, 20], the mixed O(s=mb) [21{25]
and O(1=m5b) non-perturbative corrections; the results for 1=m3b have been known [26, 27]
for quiet some time, while the calculations of 1=m4b [28] and 1=m
5
b [29] including investi-
gations concerning subtleties due to the heavy nal state quark \intrinsic-charm" [30{32]
have lately been performed. The most recent global t [18] uses the theoretical calcu-
lations up to 1=m3b and all known radiative corrections, however the t results for the
extracted jVcbj seem to be rather stable under adding higher order theoretical corrections
as can be seen from older global analysis [33{35]. The number of new parameters at order
1=m4;5b proliferates, and hence these results cannot be simply implemented into the t to
experimental data. Some numerical studies about the eects and possible extraction of
some of the most important parameters are ongoing [36], using partially estimates of these

















The higher precision and especially accumulated data of the future Belle-II experi-
ment [38] will be able to make use out of this additional and less correlated observable. It
will hopefully help to disentangle the tension with respect to the extraction of jVcbj utilising
other methods or may contribute to solve some other puzzles in this decay mode [39]. It has
been noted before [40, 41], that right-handed currents may help to ease this tension, espe-
cially in b! u transitions. The relation between the transition to the heavy charm quark
or light up quark is however model-dependent. First studies have estimated the potential
impact of right-handed currents both in inclusive [42{44] as well as exclusive b ! c``
transitions [45], still allowing for a few percent of a right-handed current admixture. A
recent LHCb analysis [46] using a baryonic decay mode disfavours this New Physics (NP)
interpretation of the tension in b! u transitions,1 while there has been a possible solution
prior to this measurement [47].
We believe the statement of [48] that right-handed currents in b! u(c) semi-leptonic
transitions are already ruled out by data is too strong. Their motivation to exclude right-
handed currents in b! u transitions bases purely on the reinterpretation of the B ! ``
measurement. Besides issues with experimentally identifying the broad -resonance [49, 50]
in accordance with its theory description especially for the normalisation, their reinterpre-
tation of experimental data integrated over a range of q2 into a single value of q2 outside of
this region does neither take into account eciency corrections of the altered q2 spectrum
due to NP contributions, nor uses it the theoretical non-perturbative predictions at a point
in phase-space, where these are valid and the uncertainties are trustworthy. Therefore nei-
ther the central value nor the uncertainty band as a function of the right-handed admixture
are computed reliably. Hence their conclusion to exclude right-handed currents purely to a
deviation from their derived uncertainty band at the one sigma level is too strong. In a rst
order approximation in [47] we have taken into account such eects to reinterpret the Ney-
man belt using the same experimental data, in the valid theoretical range of low q2 for the
form factor predictions. In this analysis right-handed currents may not be excluded, yet. It
is obvious, that a correct exclusion calls for a revisit of the measurements with taking into
account eciency and acceptance corrections for the NP altered spectrum. The statement
for the b! c transition is less severe. Furthermore even in the purely exclusive extraction
there exist still a discrepancy using either light-cone sum rules or lattice QCD [1]. Hence
there cannot be a conclusive decision made with the current theoretical and experimental
situation, and therefore we think the line of argumentation in [48] is too restrictive.
We neglect lepton masses in the following discussion. The paper is organised as follows.
In section 2, we will derive the dierential spectrum and the forward-backward asymmetry
and discuss subtleties due to introducing a cut of the minimum energy for the charged
lepton. Section 3 provides the expressions up to order O(1=m3b) to demonstrate the use
and additional information of this observable in comparison to moments of the hadronic
invariant mass and charged lepton energy. In section 4 we will discuss the impact of higher-
orders numerically, where full results are available analytically, and conclude in section 5.
1Note that this measurement of jVubj depends on the value of jVcbj, which has been xed to the value
extracted from exclusive semi-leptonic decays. Using the inclusive value for jVcbj, the extracted central



















For the following discussion to be useful in analysis, we assume that the full event kinematics
may be reconstructed experimentally. That can be achieved at (Super-)B-factories [38]
with hadronic tag analysis to reconstruct the kinematics including the invisible neutrino








:= q + pxC : (2.1)
Here q is the momentum transfer to the lepton system, and pB = mBv
 with v being
the four velocity of the B-meson, and (v) = (1; 0; 0; 0) in the B-meson rest-frame. We
calculate the fully dierential rate in the three kinematical variables
q2 = 2p`  p` (2.2a)
vq = vp` + vp` (2.2b)
z := cos  =
vp`   vp`p
vq2   q2 : (2.2c)
The angle z = cos  is dened the same way as for the forward-backward asymmetry [51]
AFB in the avor changing neutral current decay b! s`+` : it is given by the angle of the
charged lepton with the ight direction of the B-meson, in the rest-frame of the lepton-
anti-neutrino system (~q = 0). As given in eq. (2.2c) it can be related to the energies of
both leptons and the momentum transfer to the lepton system in the B-rest-frame. In this
form it can be seen that z is a Lorentz invariant observable. All other possible contractions
of appearing four momentum vectors depend linearly on the choice of (2.2).
2.2 Dierential decay rate
The dierential rate can be decomposed into the leptonic and hadronic tensor
d  = 16G2F jVcbj2WLd ; (2.3)











h BjJyq; jXcihXcjJq;j Bi(2)3(4)(pB   (p` + p` + pXc)) ; (2.5)


































and need to redene Vcb ! V Lcb . As far as the decay kinematics is concerned, we may use
the three invariants vq, q2 as well as z = cos . The latter one has not been considered
in tree-level decays, yet. It has been used in avor changing neutral currents though [51],
in which New Physics is suspected to show o rst as it may enter at the same order as
the Standard Model contribution and both leptons are charged and thus experimentally
visible. As we will later see, we treat the hadronic part in heavy quark eective theory
(HQET). Then the b-quark momentum is given by pb = mbv
 + k, where the soft vector
k describes the o-shellness of the heavy quark. Basically we expand the hadronic tensor
in powers of k, using a background eld method with k ! iD, in a systematic way in
order to preserve the correct ordering [28]. Thus we treat the decay phase-space at partonic
level kinematics, i.e.
pb = mbv
 + k = q + pc : (2.9)
The o-shellness of the bottom quark will be mimicked by derivatives of the on-shell delta
distribution condition of the hadronic tensor, which occurs at higher orders in the 1=mb
expansion. This however, has no impact on the leptonic side, as we can factorise the decay
rate according to eq. (2.3) and we have



















L(2)4(4)(q   p`   p`) : (2.10c)
The hadronic tensor can be decomposed into structure functions depending each only on
vq and q2
W =  gW1 + vvW2   ivqW3 + qqW4 + (vq + vq)W5 : (2.11)








`   gp`  p`   ip`p`

: (2.12)




1  z2  vq2   q2 W2 + 2q2zpvq2   q2W3 : (2.13)
As can be seen from this equation, the contribution from W3 is sensitive to asymmetric
integrations over z, which for example is true in observables as a forward-backward asym-

















over the whole kinematically allowed region of z, as done for all \conventional" observables,
the contribution from W3 drops out and we are purely sensitive to W1;2. Hence we are
interested in constructing the observable such, that we gain additional information on W3,
which is otherwise lost.
The decomposition we have elaborated on in eq. (2.10) enables us to calculate the
phase-space for the triple dierential decay rate in the following subsection.
2.3 Phase-space integration for forward-backward asymmetry
By construction the dependence of vq and q2 is contained in the hadronic tensor. We need
to perform the phase-space integration over the leptonic degrees of freedom including the
leptonic tensor with implicitly retaining the dependence on the angle z. Strictly speaking,
the phase-space integration is only valid for the full contraction of the hadronic tensor with
the leptonic tensor given by eq. (2.13), which we keep in mind in the following.2 This
contraction does depend only on the three kinematic variables in eq. (2.2), and due to the
hadronic part in eq. (2.10b) we are already dierential in vq and q2. We calculate the





































z   vq   2E`p
vq2   q2









vq2   q2 
 






























vq2   q2 vq   zpvq2   q2   2Ecut : (2.14)
The angle cos ` shall not be confused with the observable z = cos . In deriving this result,
we have used
(q   p`)2 = q2   2qp`
= q2   2 (vqE`   j~qjj~p`j cos `)
= q2   2vqE` + 2E`
p









vq2   q2 








2Alternatively we may decompose I(vq; q2; z) =
R
dL into leptonic structure functions. However
then we were not be able to identify the z dependence, which multiplies the hadronic structure functions

















Figure 1. Background eld propagator.
In the last step we have evaluated the integrals using the delta distributions. For applying
this to the lepton angle, we needed to introduce further theta distributions to limit the
integration region of cos ` to the physical ones. Then we have simplied the kinematical
constraints of the theta distributions, and we will later see that these distributions are
necessary for the derivation of integrated observables. Trivial conditions may be neglected.
In summary the triple dierential decay rate is written as
d3 










1  z2  vq2   q2W2 + 2 z q2pvq2   q2W3i
 (q2) vq2   q2 vq   zpvq2   q2   2Ecut : (2.16)
2.4 Hadronic tensor in heavy quark expansion
We proceed along the lines of [29] to compute the hadronic tensor in the HQE, which we
shall briey summarise here. We start with a non-local forward matrix element of the form
T =   i
2MB
Z
d4xe iqxh BjTJyq;(x); Jq;(0)j Bi : (2.17)
This can be visualised by the Feynman diagram in gure 1. The double line denotes the
charm quark that propagates in the soft background elds of the meson. We relate this








h BjJyq; jXcihXcjJq;j Bi(2)34(pB   q   pXc) = W : (2.18)
The soft momentum k of the momentum transfer pb   q from eq. (2.9) is replaced by the
covariant derivative in the charm quark propagator, containing the soft background eld
gluons. This propagator then becomes the background eld (BGF) propagator
SBGF =
1
mb=v + i =D   =q  mc + i
: (2.19)
The BGF propagator describes the charm quark propagating in the forward matrix element
of the B-meson with all the soft elds, for instance binding gluons, and therefore accounts
for the dierence between the partonic quark picture and the non-perturbative nature of
the meson. We write this non-local propagator as a geometric series, to yield an expansion



























and the operator product expansion (OPE) can be cut o at some mass dimension m. In
our case we compute up to m = 5, which yields the expansion up to 1=m5b . Notice that the
application of the optical theorem
  1

ImT = W ; (2.21)
















and we have dened 0 = Q
2 m2c+i. Thus we nd derivatives of the on-shell condition for
the higher-order terms, reassembling the non-locality of the unexpanded BGF propagator
into local terms. In this procedure the full QCD eld in the OPE is retained and we are
left with only local operators. No additional non-local pieces from expanding the state
as well as the eld will occur, however the relation to other heavy hadrons containing a
heavy quark is now only true up to corrections of order 1=mQ and s. To coincide with
the usually dened parameters in dimension 5, which is equal to expanding up to 1=m2b ,
we dene the operators to be
2MB 
2









   i bvj Bi  : (2.23b)
Here   vv   g is the projector onto the spatial components. We can identify 2
with the kinetic energy term and 2G as the chromo-magnetic moment. In dimension 6,
corresponding to 1=m3b we dene the Darwin term 
3

























o   i bvj Bi v : (2.24b)
There appear 9 additional parameters m1; : : : ;m9 in dimension 7 corresponding to 1=m
4
b ,
and 18 in dimension 8, which we label r1; : : : r18. Their denition may be found in [29].
In summary, the hadronic structure tensor is written as
















































































12:::m are known analytically up to order 1=m
5
b (m = 5) [29]. In the
next subsection, we will see the impact of the kinematic limits from the theta distributions
in (2.16) for higher order terms. Therefore we can write the triple dierential rate as
d3 










2.5 Integration of the dierential rate
For the evaluation of the on-shell condition, it is advantageous to perform a variable trans-
formation as we have already indicated above to simplify the BGF propagator
Q = mbv
   q (2.27a)
vq = mb   vQ (2.27b)
q2 = m2b   2mbvQ+Q2 (2.27c)
) vq2   q2 = vQ2  Q2 (2.27d)
dvq dq2 = dvQ dQ2 : (2.27e)
Eectively Q is the momentum of the nal state Xc system, while q is the kinematics




(mbv   q)2  m2c
! (n)  Q2  m2c : (2.28)
As a consequence the delta distribution does depend only on a single variable. Hence it is







vq2   q2 =  m2b   2mbvQ+ q2  vQ2  Q2 ; (2.29)
where we have neglected the eect on the lepton energy cut, which we shall investigate









dvQ dQ2 dz : (2.30)















Now as far as this spectrum is concerned, we have several choices, which we will investigate
in turn.

























2. We can analyse the dierential spectrum d dz itself.




























We will analyse the dierential spectrum itself and the AFB in sections 3 and 4. Note that
we do not gain much more information from the moments hzni, as can be inferred from
eq. (2.16), because z is a polynomial prefactor of the structure functions and without the
electron energy cut there is no additional constraint. For illustration, we will compare even

























It is obvious, that we cannot gain more information on W3 from moments in z. We would
generate with higher even moments in z for the total rate a dierent linear combination for
W1 and W2, which is a bit dierent but very similar for odd moments in z of the forward
backward asymmetry. As experimental uncertainties are growing for the measurement of
higher moments and the theoretical correlation is large with the linear combinations being
similar for various moments, it is probably not worthwhile to study moments in z in detail.
Furthermore the moments already taken into account are linear combinations of W1;2.
2.6 Eect of phase-space cuts
As we can see in eq. (2.16), the introduction of a charged lepton energy cut introduces a
non-trivial dependence into the phase-space integration. The additional conditions
0  mb   vQ  z
p
vQ2  Q2   2Ecut (2.36a)





and the already previously appearing limits
Q2  vQ (2.37a)
0  m2b   2mbvQ+Q2 (2.37b)

















will restrict the allowed integration region into several parts. We rst need to split the
regions for two conditions, where in region I the constraint from (2.36) is always fullled,
















 Ecut  Emax` Region II : (2.38b)
For region I we nd from eq. (2.38a) a dierent upper limit for the vQ integration than
without a cut p
vQ  vQ  4Ecutmb  m
2
b   4E2cut  Q2
2 (2Ecut  mb) : (2.39)
The constraint for the z integration in region I is obviously the same as in the case without
the minimum electron energy cut, as the additional condition depending on z is always
fullled.
Now for region II we nd from eq. (2.36a) a minimum value for
vQ  4Ecutmb  m
2
b   4E2cut  Q2
2 (2Ecut  mb) (2.40)
by examining the extreme values for the angle z = 1 , while for decreasing jzj < 1 the
condition is relaxed. We therefore nd a separation in z, up to which we are allowed to
integrate over the full phase-space v Q  m2b+Q22mb





For the remaining integration over the the angle
 4Ecutmb +m2b  Q
m2b  Q
 z  1 (2.42)
we nd a maximal allowed value for
vQ  mb  2Ecut   jzj
p
(mb   2Ecut) 2 +Q2 (z2   1)
1  z2 : (2.43)
Note, that region I reduces to the usual integration in the limit Ecut ! 0, while region II
moves out of the allowed region and hence does not contribute and we recover the previous

















dependencies among the integration variables. The constraints are given by
Region I.A:
p
Q2  vQ  4Ecutmb  m
2
b   4E2cut  Q2
2 (2Ecut  mb)
 1  z  1 : (2.44a)
Region II.B:
4Ecutmb  m2b   4E2cut  Q2








:= zcut : (2.44b)
Region II.C:
4Ecutmb  m2b   4E2cut  Q2
2 (2Ecut  mb)  vQ 
mb  2Ecut   jzj
p





 z  1 : (2.44c)





such, that this quantity is positive for reasons that will become obvious. Consequently we
have jzj = z in region II.C, which will be used below. Then




 1:08 GeV : (2.46)
For the numerical estimate we have used the latest t results in [18]. The analysis with an
even larger charged lepton energy cut would in principle be the same, however some of the
contributions for the forward-backward asymmetry would shift between the positive and
negative term. As a realistic cut from current analysis is Ecut . 1 GeV or maybe below
for future analysis,3 this is a good starting point. However the constraint should be kept
in mind and ts, if not both masses are taken from other sources as already done for the
charm quark mass [18], should be veried afterwards to full this condition in order to
check if the predictions for AFB actually match.
3For the precision of theoretical predictions a lower cut would be preferred, as a too large cut has an
























































dvQ dQ2 dz : (2.47c)
The diculty now comes into the game, as we have to take into account the additional



























































So we see, that for Regions B and C we get additional delta distribution terms in the
variable z. Hence after evaluating the Q2 integral with the optical theorem (2.22), we can






































(n 1)(zcut   z) : (2.49c)













The integration to the forward-backward asymmetry or the total rate with the help of
eq. (2.32) and eq. (2.33), respectively is now straight-forward. The d (0) pieces need to
be integrated with respect to z in their given limits, while higher order contributions are
xed by the delta distribution, which we need to treat as usual. Once again, we have
checked our result for the total rate including the cut with previously calculated results
using a dierent method. For the AFB presented below we need to remember, that we

















the position of the cut, which we will investigate later. The discussion about the use of
moments in the angular variables z is similar to eq. (2.35), however obstructed due to the
cut, which will shift contributions. We will not investigate this further.
3 Comparison of expressions to order 1=m3b
First we will examine the analytic expressions from the known observables and the forward-
backward asymmetry up to O(1=m3b) in the HQE. For an easier comparison of the analytic
structure, we expand each result in  = m2c=m
2
b to order O(2). The full results are given

























3  8+ 122 log + 242
i
: (3.1)
The moments and forward-backward asymmetry are normalised to the total rate. As we
are interested in the dependence on the heavy quark parameters for the t, we expand
the results in 1=mb. Note that starting at order 1=m
4
b we encounter mixed terms in this
approach, e.g. we have (2)
2, but to the order we are considering the results, this does not




















We have explicitly used the fact, that 1=mb corrections vanish, hence n[1] = d[1] = 0.
The denominator function d[i] is always given by the total rate (A.1), while we list the
numerator functions n[i] in eq. (A.2){(A.4). We nd for the forward-backward asymmetry,























  14  6 log + 24 log + 16p  3+ 10202 log   1442 log2 


























We see, that especially for the lowest order, there is a similar dependence as for the nor-
malisation and hence the jVcbj extraction. The HQE parameters themselves are extracted
from moments, currently the charged lepton energy and hadronic invariant mass one. We
quote the most important moments [29] in the same way as we have done for the forward-




















1287442 + 190082 log2 + 48
 
23842 + 109+ 9







8722 + 2402 log + 17+ 3

: (3.4)
The partonic invariant mass and energy are related to the hadronic invariant mass by
M2X = (PB   q)2 = M2B   2MBvq + q2 (3.5)
and hence we need to introduce the dependence to the mass of the B-meson. It is obvious
to identify the source of each of the terms below from that equation




































































2 log   34
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For an easier comparison of the functional form of the expanded results, we quote the

















Black : 1/m b0
Green : 1/m b2
Red [Dashed ]: 1/m b3
Orange [Longdashed ]: 1/m b4











Ecut = 0 GeV
Black : δ(dΓ (2))
Green [Dashed ]: δ(dΓ (3))
Red [Longdashed ]: δ(dΓ (4))
Blue [Dotted ]: δ(dΓ (5))








Ecut = 0 GeV
Figure 2. The dierential rate d d cos  as a function of the angle z = cos  with no energy cut on the
charged lepton. Left: the spectrum itself for various orders in 1=mb. Right: relative contribution
 = 100 d 
(n) d (3)
d (3)
from order 1=mnb to the partonic rate.
only expanded in 1=mb and keep the full dependence on 























































M2Bmb   1:187MBm2b + 0:234m3b   0:5942MB
+ 2G (0:890MB   0:590mb)  5:4713D + 0:5903LS

: (3.10)
From this, we can see that the coecients of 2 and 
2
G have opposite signs for the mo-
ments, while same sign coecients for the rate and the forward-backward asymmetry. It
has been known before, that the sensitivity to 2G and 
3
LS is low for all currently used
observables. The sensitivity to 2G is enhanced for AFB and therefore we gain useful infor-
mation. Furthermore the higher order contributions seem to be stronger suppressed for the
AFB. Hence we are able to extract a further linear combination, which is especially useful
for the normalisation. In that sense, the value of 2G seems to be stronger constraint.
4 Numerical results to order 1=m5b
First we investigate the dierential spectrum in z = cos  itself. On the left-hand side in
gure 2 we have displayed the spectrum itself with no minimum energy cut on the charged
lepton. The individual colour coded curves are contributions including 1=mnb corrections




b (red dashed), 1=m
4
b (orange long-dashed)
and 1=m5b (blue dotted).
We nd, that the corrections are getting larger for approaching the physical endpoints
of the angle. As the rate is approaching zero for z = cos  ! 1, the absolute deviations
are hardly visible in the left plot, while the corrections for z !  1 are larger in absolute

















Black : 1/m b0
Green : 1/m b2
Red [Dashed ]: 1/m b3
Orange [Longdashed ]: 1/m b4











Ecut = 0.5 GeV
Black : δ(dΓ (2))
Green [Dashed ]: δ(dΓ (3))
Red [Longdashed ]: δ(dΓ (4))
Blue [Dotted ]: δ(dΓ (5))








Ecut = 0.5 GeV
Figure 3. The dierential rate d d cos  as a function of the angle z = cos  with a minimum energy
cut on the charged lepton of Ecut = 0:5 GeV. Left: the spectrum itself for various orders in 1=mb,
right relative contribution  = 100 d 
(n) d (3)
d (3)
from order 1=mnb to the partonic rate.
the corrections for negative z are negative, while for positive z they are positive. These
interesting facts seem to be related to the kinematics of the nal state charm system,
which is sensitive to heavy quark corrections. The corrections themselves are in reasonable
size and behave as expected for higher-orders. For this remember, that the hadronic
tensor depends on vq and q2, while z is a function of vq and q2, as well as the charged
electron energy.
From the left plot, we can see the asymmetric behaviour of the spectrum, and hence
a forward-backward asymmetry can be observed. Especially we nd for higher-order cor-
rections, that the 1=m2b corrections are very important. The convergence of higher order
terms in the expansion is good and stable. Hence in combination with the fact, that we
are sensitive to a particular combination of 2 and especially 
2
G, see eqs. (3.3) and (3.8),
from this observable we have a good sensitivity to 2G.
In real experimental environments, we have to impose a minimum cut on the charged
lepton energy. In the following we investigate the consequences on the dierential spectrum.
A realistic cut from current experiments is Ecut = 1 GeV [18], while the hope is to reduce
this in future experiments to even lower values. It is well-known that restricting the phase-
space limits the validity of the heavy quark expansion and hence higher-order terms have a
larger impact. Currently it is estimated, that the HQE works still to a reasonable precision
for Ecut . 1:5 GeV [29], but Ecut  1 GeV is certainly preferred.
In gure 3 we compare the same plots as before, now imposing a cut of Ecut = 0:5 GeV.
In this scenario, we observe a kink in the theoretical spectrum exactly at the cut separation
zcut = 1  4Ecutmb
m2b  m2c
: (4.1)
We nd, that for the partonic rate the spectrum behaves unsteady at this position. For
higher-orders this becomes worse and we nd a discontinuity. This exactly reects the
fact, that we are expanding a non-local object into local terms. In reality this kink will be
smoothed out by the distribution of the nal state mass.
As obvious from gures 4 and 5, the latter has a cut of Ecut = 1 GeV used in current
data, the cut moves to smaller values of z and the discontinuity is enhanced. While the
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Ecut = 0.75 GeV
Figure 4. The dierential rate d d cos  as a function of the angle z = cos  with a minimum energy
cut on the charged lepton of Ecut = 0:75 GeV. Left: the spectrum itself for various orders in 1=mb,
right relative contribution  = 100 d 
(n) d (3)
d (3)
from order 1=mnb to the partonic rate.
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Ecut = 1 GeV
Figure 5. The dierential rate d d cos  as a function of the angle z = cos  with a minimum energy
cut on the charged lepton of Ecut = 1 GeV. Left: the spectrum itself for various orders in 1=mb,
right relative contribution  = 100 d 
(n) d (3)
d (3)
from order 1=mnb to the partonic rate.
z > zcut and the hierarchy of corrections to various orders is clearly visible. Interestingly
the eect of O(1=m4b) seems to be stronger, while O(1=m5b) approaches O(1=m3b) and both
of the latter seem to be more stable for z ! 1. Please note, that the spectrum is shifted
towards the negative values of z with increasing cut.
For the maximal cut of Emaxcut =
m2b m2c
4mb
we nd in gure 6, that the separation is
exactly at z = 0, which was our denition for the maximal allowed cut in this scenario.
Of course theoretically the cut may even be larger, but then our predictions for the AFB
would have to be modied, as terms shift from positive to negative. As stated before on
the one hand this maximal cut is above the current experimentally used cuts, and on the
other hand the larger the cut the less precise are our predictions and hence our restriction.
In general, only fully integrated observables over the hadronic kinematics are investi-
gated [29], with the only exception of the distribution in the charged lepton energy. The
heavy-quark spin-symmetry is only valid for fully integrated observables over the hadronic
part, as it starts from a spherical symmetry. The charged lepton energy is (mainly) inde-
pendent from the hadronic kinematics and hence can be utilised as an additional observable.
Here we nd this feature, that z strongly depends on the hadronic kinematics, which is
reect by this unsteady behaviour.
For this particular observable we nd, that the correction seem to play a more impor-
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Figure 6. The dierential rate d d cos  as a function of the angle z = cos  with a maximal energy cut
on the charged lepton of Ecut =
m2b m2c
4mb
 1:08 GeV, such that the cut separation is still positive.
Left: the spectrum itself for various orders in 1=mb, right relative contribution  = 100
d (n) d (3)
d (3)
from order 1=mnb to the partonic rate.
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Figure 7. The forward-backward asymmetry AFB as a function of the minimal energy cut on the







from order 1=mnb to the partonic contribution.
system. In exclusive transitions HQE works ne, if the nal and initial state hadron is
moving with the same velocity, while it breaks down for a vastly dierent situation. That
eect seems to be resembled in this particular spectrum, although we are investigating a
property of the leptonic system, its kinematics is connected to the hadron system.
We will comment more on the situation and use of this spectrum in section 5, and turn
now to the integrated forward-backward asymmetry AFB.
We have plotted the forward-backward asymmetry AFB in gure 7 as a function of
the cut in the left plot. The colour coding is: contributions included up to 1=m0b (black),
1=m2b (green), 1=m
3
b (red dashed), 1=m
4
b (orange long-dashed) and 1=m
5
b (blue dotted). In









on the right hand side of the gure. The corrections of 1=m2b are by far the biggest one,
and hence we are sensitive to them. As obvious from the spectrum, for a larger cut on the
charged lepton energy, we nd an increasing AFB. The relative corrections are, contrary
to naive expectations, decreasing for a higher cut. That eect is most probably driven by

































Figure 8. Estimating the eect on 2 and 
2
G of including 1=m
4;5
b in the forward-backward
asymmetry using eq. (4.3) as a function of Ecut.














Figure 9. Estimating the eect on 3D and 
3
LS of including 1=m
4;5
b in the forward-backward
asymmetry using eq. (4.3) as a function of Ecut.
obviously faster. Even though we have an increasing forward-backward asymmetry with
larger cuts, the absolute dierence of the higher order terms is larger for a smaller cut.
The eect of including higher order is as expected getting smaller, however again we nd
that the pure 1=m5b corrections have the opposite sign, as can be seen from the right plot
in gure 7.
We may now investigate the stability of this sensitivity to the 1=m2b parameters while
including higher-order terms along the line of [29]. Dening an observable as M(n), where
n denotes the order in 1=mnb , we can assess the eect to a single heavy-quark parameter






The results forM being the forward-backward asymmetry AFB for the two parameters
in 1=m2b are plotted in gure 8, while the eect on the two parameters in 1=m
3
b are plotted
in gure 9 as a function of the minimum charged lepton energy cut.
We nd, that for increasing cut the eect for each of the non-perturbative parameters
is getting very small. The situation for a small cut, however, is dierent. We would deem
the eects on 2; 
3
D and especially on 
3
LS as signicant, and too large. This indicates,
that we are not in particular sensitive to those heavy quark parameters. The situation for
2G is a bit dierent. Here the shift is in a reasonable order of magnitude and the eect with
a large energy cut is the largest, while the dependence on the charged lepton energy cut is

















sensitive to 2G. It also reects the fact, that higher-order terms are getting less important
for an increasing cut on the charged lepton energy, which is contrary to naive expectations.
5 Discussion
We have investigated inclusive semi-leptonic B ! Xc` ` decays in the context of heavy
quark expansion, especially with focus on a new observable. Our proposal is to utilise
the forward-backward asymmetry of the charged lepton as an additional constraint in
measurements to obtain information about the heavy quark parameters.
First we have derived the triple dierential decay rate in eq. (2.16) including phase-
space eects due to a minimum energy cut on the charged lepton energy, which is required
experimentally. After revisiting the specic application of the heavy quark expansion in
this case, we construct the observable.
In section 3, we have analysed the properties of the forward-backward asymmetry
without a cut at lower orders and compared to the already existing observables, i.e. mo-
ments of the hadronic invariant mass and charged lepton energy. It turns out, that we are





very similar to the total rate, from which jVcbj is nally extracted. Hence we expect a large
sensitivity to the chromo-magnetic moment 2G, which can currently not be constrained
very well from experimental analysis in this decay mode.
Following up, we have investigated the full corrections in section 4, numerically. First
we had a closer look onto the dierential spectrum in z = cos . It turns out, that in this
spectrum a cut on the charged lepton energy induces a discontinuity, that is related to the
hadronic system. This discontinuity is smoothed out by a nite mass distribution of the
hadronic system in reality. As this fact reects the dependence on the hadronic system in
this variable, it is not advisable to use this spectrum as an observable. However, integrated
rates do not suer from this issue.
We therefore have analysed the forward-backward asymmetry AFB. As said, it is
sensitive to the 1=m2b corrections, and especially it seems, that 
2
G may be constraint
reasonably well from this for the rst time only due to this decay analysis. It is a good
candidate for an additional observable, that will help to validate the heavy quark expansion,
and at the same time increase the precision on the extraction of jVcbj.
In the numerical analysis it turns out, that the 1=m4b corrections seem to be particularly
large, while the corrections including 1=m5b are stable and approach the results known from
1=m3b more closely. That might be related to the occurrence of intrinsic charm operators,
that mix the dierent orders in power-counting starting at 1=m4b [32].
In future, one can study if New Physics operators, e.g. right-handed currents, have a
larger impact on this observable and hence may be constraint in a better way.
Furthermore one could in principle study a combined charged electron energy and/or
hadronic invariant mass moment and AFB analysis, provided that this is experimentally
feasible. For a generic observable, which combines AFB and a moment in the kinematic






























This combination induces of course correlations with the other observables, but it may
be sensitive to higher dimensional HQE parameters, which are not accessible right now.
Evaluating this observable from eq. (2.13), this corresponds to moments of the hadronic
structure function W3, which again are not taken into account in current analysis. For
the predictions of the charged lepton energy moment hE`iAFB combined with the forward-
backward asymmetry, one needs to weight the integral over the triple dierential rate with
a factor of
















see eq. (2.14), while for the hadronic invariant mass hM2XiAFB moment, we need the proper
linear combination of moments in vq and q2
M = M2X = M2B   2MBvq + q2 = (MB  mb)2 + 2(MB  mb)vQ+Q2 : (5.3)
As higher orders in M2X are in particular sensitive to 1=mb correction terms in the expan-
sion, see eq. (2.22), we expect that the rst moment in M2X for the AFB potentially has an
enlarged sensitivity to 3LS , see the discussion around gure 8 and 9.
The achievable experimental uncertainties depend very much on the precision of the
neutrino momentum reconstruction. For inclusive analysis, where the hadronic nal state
is not specied, this is obviously worse than for exclusive nal states. However as we are
interested in the normalised forward-backward asymmetry, only, and not in the angular
spectrum, hopefully most of the systematic uncertainties drop out. A remaining issue
will probably be the migration of reconstructed events around the separations, i.e. z = 0
and z = zcut. A careful experimental analysis is required in order to assess an achievable
precision for these observables.
In summary we have proposed a new observable for the analysis of semi-leptonic B !
Xc` ` decays. We have shown, that this observable is indeed useful and have calculated
the non-perturbative corrections up to O(1=m5b).
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A Full analytic results to order O(1=m3b)
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